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SEAMEO 50th Anniversary The year 2015 marks the golden age for Southeast Asia Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) as it reach its 50th year anniversary. Since its establishment in 1965, SEAMEO has been through many milestones and giving major contribution in the development of people education throughout Southeast Asia Countries. In honor of the founding fathers of SEAMEO and their legacy to Southeast Asia and beyond, th each SEAMEO countries is having the 50 Anniversary celebration of SEAMEO. It is a itting occasion to showcase the successes and bene its of a strong regional cooperation in the region. Equally important, it also signals the continuing eﬀort of SEAMEO to create the future and charter the course of tomorrow with renewed enthusiasm. In accordance to that purpose, SEAMEO Centres in Indonesia were celebrating the 50th Anniversary of SEAMEO throughout the year and it has reached its summit in 7-8 October with three diﬀerent activities. Along with Governing Board Meeting (GBM), SEAMEO Centres in Indonesia conducted two days events that contain exhibition of SEAMEO Centres, SEAMEO Night and International Seminar for teachers in Indonesia. Those events has been held in the Ministry of Education and Culture's building complex in Senayan, Jakarta under the theme “50 Years of Education Cooperation for Regional Sustainable Development”.



50th Anniversary Events - SEAMEO Exhibition



The whole events started by exhibition to showcase the 6 Indonesia SEAMEO Centres major accomplishments to the public and also an occasion to introduce greatly our organization to the Indonesian and International society. This exhibition lasted for two days and took place in the Building “A” Lobby of Ministry of Education and Culture. The Exhibition aimed to present the various research results, teaching materials, journals, and best practices that have been developed by each Centre. Moreover, the opportunity to expand and strengthen cooperation among the associated parties within education sector was widely opened through this exhibition.
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50th Anniversary Events - SEAMEO Night The event then followed by the SEAMEO night that marks the summit of the celebration. It was attended by Minister of Education and Culture Republic of Indonesia, SEAMEO Secretariat Director, Govering Board Members, Ambassadors from SEAMEO members' countries and af iliate member countries and many other SEAMEO's partners.



Keynote Address by the Minister of Education and Culture of Indonesia



As part of opening ceremony of SEAMEO Night event, H.E. Anies Baswedan, PhD delivered an inspiring speech. He delivered a speech on how South East Asia is now seen by leaders across the globe, journalist and observers as dynamic region. That it is in South East Asia where people were able to work together, create trust, build trust, and have cooperations that truly bene it the citizens of this region. In other regions we are only able to see the hope but rarely see the reality, in this region cooperation is actually happening and SEAMEO is making an important roel in making this happen. He also mentioned that we were transforming ourselves in Indonesia and in 1965, Ministers of Education of countries in South East Asia started this cooperation and when we are talking about education, the we are talking about the youth, we are talking about the future, and we are talking about cooperations to build the future. 50 years is quite journey, for individuals it is mature by 50 although some says that life starts at 40, but when we were talking about nations in a sub-continent, 50 years is very short. He also emphasized that SEAMEO and people in South East Asia need to think in a much longer perspective. Borobudur was built in no less that 250 years. The Great Wall of China was built in 320 years. Those people who were involved in that project assumed that their work will be in existence for hundreds and thousands of years. Without that perspective in mind, there would not be those big projects.
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Sand Animation Perfomance by Denny Darko



Denny Darko's sand animation work contain epic elements, they also mixed with EVERYTHING; culture, fashion, music, poets, and of course Magic. Denny Darko creates miracles by using a grain of sand, accompanied by both live and recorded music, performing live before audience eyes. Spesi ically for this SEAMEO Night Event, Denny Darko was telling a story, started from the history of SEAMEO in 1965, how Indonesia joined the cooperation in education amongst South East Asia countires, the development of 6 SEAMEO Indonesia Centres to the animation decription of 2 collaboration programs and Coﬀee Table Book right before the launching be of iciated by the Minister. The story has been delivered with frames movement, and transitions using grain of sand projected into big screen from the industrial style light box underneath. There were also entertainment performance by Sanggar merah putih, Saman Dance by SMKN 57 and Saung Angklung Mang Ujo that has been delighted the audience and also closed the event. Saung Angklung Udjo (SAU) generally is one-stop cultural workshop, consists of performance venue, bamboo handicraft centre, and bamboo instrument workshop. Apart from that, SAU has an honorable function as an educational laboratory and training centre to preserve the Sundanese culture-Angklung in particular.



Launching of SEAMEO Star Village and SEAMEO Smart City



During this event, H.E. Anies Baswedan, PhD of iciated the launching of the following: (a) SEAMEO STAR Village Program; and (b) SEAMEO SMART City Program. The SEAMEO STAR Village Program envisions a village that is Sustainable, Technologyequipped/Technopreneurial, Ability-rich, and Responsible towards fending for the needs of its constituents and in the process contributing to national development goals. SEAMEO SMART City Program is implemented by the utilization on digital learning through ICT in schools by emphasizing on creativity and collaboration, which will be interconnected between schools, cities, and countries in the region as a model to facilitate 21st century learners. Page 3



Launching of Coﬀee Table Book



H.E. Anies Baswedan, PhD has also of iciated the launching of Coﬀee Table Book of the six SEAMEO Centres entitled “Building a Legacy in Education, Science, and Culture in Southeast Asia: Accomplishments of the Six SEAMEO Centres in Indonesia” This book presents six chapters, which correspond with the six SEAMEO Centres in Indonesia. Each chapter describes one Centre's journey to realize its vision, mission and goals through its multifaceted research, capacity building, and information exchange programmes and activities. The publication also recognizes and acknowledges the individuals and institutions that have been so important to these developments, and gives some illustrative examples of each Centre's work. Overall, the aim of the publication is to celebrate SEAMEO's 50 years of existence and express the hope, aspiration and determination of each Centre to be increasingly dynamic and relevant in responding to the needs of the Southeast Asian region in the future.



50th Anniversary Events – International Seminar



In the following day, the international seminar has been conducted with Indonesian teachers as a main participants. The seminar that bring the theme “Promoting Global Citizenship through the Strengthening of Teachers' Character and Competencies” is aimed to give an update of education development from each SEAMEO's member countries. The seminar provided the venue to share and learn best practices among the participants in teaching and learning in SEA countries, including updates on regional as well as global policies related to the theme. Regional leaders in education, academia and governments from ASEAN countries delivered their presentation in the event. The Minister of Education and Culture of Republic of Indonesia, H.E. Anies Baswedan, PhD delivered his keynote speech. Several Governing Board Members of SEAMEO SEAMOLEC, SEAMEO QITEP in Language, SEAMEO QITEP in Mathematics and SEAMEO QITEP in Science also presented their papers. This seminar also provided opportunity to our exemplary teachers from many subjects to present their experiences and best practices in their classrooms. Page 4



50th Anniversary Events – Press Conference



th



th



On October 8 2015, as part of 50 Anniversary event, SEAMEO Centres in Indonesia held a press conference. The resources person includes: Minister of Education and Culture of Indonesia, H.E. Anies Baswedan, PhD, Director of SEAMEO Secretariat, Dr Gatot Hari Priowirjanto, Secretary General, Didik Suhardi, Ph.D, Head of Planning and International Cooperation Bureau, Suharti, PhD and six Directors of SEAMEO Indonesia Centres. The Minister explained that Indonesia is committed to be an active participant, especially in 2017, Indonesia is believed to lead SEAMEO. The golden age of SEAMEO is older than the age of ASEAN, in which educational cooperation is able to penetrate the boundaries between countries. The existence of SEAMEO education is considered important as integration between countries of Southeast Asia to share experiences and learning, especially in preparing human resources towards the ASEAN Economic Community. SEAMEO currently has one of the priorities for improving the quality of teachers. To achieve these goals, SEAMEO has gathered many experts from various countries to conduct discussions in teacher development amongst countries. SEAMEO will also be prepared through training for teachers and vocational education in order to prepare a ready trained manpower. The goal is that children can meet the demands in the workplace and have easy access to work in diﬀerent countries. Indonesia also plans to drain a fund of 350 billion rupiah to SEAMEO, as the contribution and commitment to continue to support the advancement of education in Southeast Asia. The igure listed in the proposal request funding, though it is still waiting for approval in the state budget/APBN.
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The Minister also explained that Indonesia had already started learning based on information and communication technology (ICT), just need to be enhanced and expanded. There are many technical problems in the ield that need improvement. Inequality of educational facilities took place because a number of problems, including poor access to remote areas. In Indonesia alone, some remote district centers already exist that use ICT learning programs, such as in West Papua. Next, slowly this will be driven to other remote areas. The Government through the heads of agencies in each region will encourage the realization of the central government and the SEAMEO. ICT learning will be a lagship program for all students, teachers and the community. The Minister also con irmed that the Ministry is focusing on increasing the number of teachers and learning place. Number of secondary schools is still be considered low, only a third of the required targets. The next stage will be the 12-year compulsory education period, and ensures the legal basis. The Ministry is planning to submit a draft law on the compulsory education next year. In the press conference also mentioned on the launching of SEAMEO Star Village, Smart City and Coﬀee Table Book. A number of lagship programs will be a priority of the development of human resources, economics and education.
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